Simulation of Emergent Spatial Organization in Multicellular Ensembles
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Methods

Objective
To develop a generalizable, scalable platform using the
spatial computing language Proto for simulating
spatiotemporal behavior in multicellular ensembles.

Motivation
Developing a synthetic platform that can form ordered
spatial patterns is a crucial step for the engineering of
synthetic multicellular colonies. While theoretical
models are a powerful tool for testing biological
hypotheses, it is daunting to make broad conclusions
for dynamic, growing multicellular ensembles. Our
simulation platform in silico can serve as a tool for
biologists to bridge the gap between theoretical
analysis and experimental studies.
In theory
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Example 2: Contact Inhibition
Model

Model circular cells growing in a
monolayer under a microscope.
2
I Define volume V ∝ r , which grows
exponentially.
I Cell division occurs at a volume randomly
drawn from a Gaussian Distribution.
I Contact forces simulated as spring-like
forces.
I

Delta-Notch signaling pathway gives rise to checkboard-like patterns in
stationary systems [4].

Example 1: Cell Sorting
Motivation
Starting from a population of
cells that randomly decided their
fate, can we form in-out
organization?
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Approach
Binding occurs by leucine zippers expressed on cell surfaces. Have
Type A cells express a higher concentration of leucine zippers than
Type B cells. Type A cells then form a tightly bound core.

Proto: Language for Spatial Computing
Proto specifies how devices (cells) in close proximity
within an environment can interact. [1]
I Local environments containing variables are
established for each device and interactions are
evaluated between nearby devices (neighbors).
I

Advantages of Proto for Biology

Model
Binding occurs between leucine
zippers on adjacent cells with
mass action kinetics.
I Once bound, cells attract each
other with a spring force
proportional to concentration of
bound leucine zippers.
I

Current platforms, such as Gro [2] and CellModeller [3]
only provide functionality for diffusible signals and
limited motion.
I Language takes a general approach to cell-cell
communication and interactions.
I Motility is controlled fully by providing velocity vectors
for each cell.
I

Strategy
Develop high-level functions for biological features such
as cell growth, contact, binding, etc.
I Maintain access to lower-level functions to give
flexibility for biologists to test novel synthetic biological
constructs.
I

I

Patterning occurs in stationary systems at steady state. It is unclear
whether lack of full binary segregation at extremeties is because of
update order or edge effects.

Future Directions
Allow other cell shapes, such as ellipses.
I Provide functions for diffusible signals and quorum sensing.
I Adopt a parallel architecture such as MapReduce for cell updates.
I
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Maximum range at which binding occurs (contact range) has largest
influence on spontaneous sorting.
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